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Abstrak: Studi dengan metode deskriptif ini bertujuan untuk meneliti keterlibatan 
kognitif mahasiswa dari program studi Bahasa Inggris dalam berpartisipasi pada 
diskusi online di kelas TL-ICT I B. Data berasal dari transkrip komentar 
mahasiswa di dalam forum online. Murid-murid berkontribusi pada diskusi online 
dalam beberapa tingkatan kognitif yang akan mengarah kepada dua tingkatan 
terbesar yaitu keterlibatan kognitif tingkat tinggi dan keterlibatan kognitif tingkat 
rendah. Keterlibatan kognitif tingkat tinggi akan membawa mereka kepada 
pengolahan informasi yang lebih dalam seperti penjabaran konsep ataupun debat.
Sedangkan keterlibatan kognitif tingkat rendah merupakan pengolahan informasi 
secara sangat sederhana. Analisis konten dilakukan pada enam episod diskusi 
yang digunakan sebagai sampel. Dalam analisis ini terdapat lima kategori seperti 
kategori pertanyaan, pernyataan yang terbagi menjadi enam tipe yang berbeda 
berdasarkan taksonomi Bloom, kategori refleksi, mentor, dan skafold. Hasil 
penelitian menunjukan bahwa mayoritas mahasiswa berkontribusi dengan 
keterlibatan kognitif tingkat rendah, hanya pemikiran sederhana dengan sedikit 
pemahaman terhadap topik yang didiskusikan. Ini dibuktikan dari 
pengklasifikasian komentar mahasiswa yang terpusat pada kategori pernyataan 
tipe I (Responding) dan kategori pernyataan tingkat II (Informative).
Kata Kunci: Diskusi online, Keterlibatan Kognitif
Abstract: This descriptive study aims to investigate the cognitive engagement of 
English students in asynchronous online discussion of class TL-ICT I B. The data 
were derived from transcripts of students’ postings. Students contributed in online 
discussions in some levels of cognitive that lead to two broad levels engagement 
namely high level of cognitive engagement and lower level of cognitive 
engagement. High level of cognitive engagement will lead to deeper levels of 
information processing which are associated with elaborating concepts and 
debating or negotiating meaning. In the contrary, the low level of cognitive 
engagement refers to surface level of information proccessing. Using a coding
rubric, The Analytical Framework for Cognitive Engagement in Discussion, 
content analysis was conducted on six episodes of the discussions as sample. This 
rubric consists of five categories such as question, statements divided into six 
different types based on Taxonomy Bloom, reflection, mentoring, and scaffolding.
The findings showed that majority of students engaged with lower level of 
cognitive engagement, merely superficial thinking with a little understanding 
toward the issues. It was evidenced in the findings that contributions exhibited by 
the students centered on statement type I (Responding) and statement type II 
(Informative).
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2NTell (Online Teaching Language Learning) is an asynchronous discussion 
board on Yahoo Groups which supported in class Teaching Learning with 
ICT I found in third semester of English Language Education Program of 
Tanjungpura University. Herein, students were compulsary to participate in 
discussing some of the issues related to the subject material. Suprisingly, in pre 
observation, the researcher found interesting students interaction in such online 
discussions. Students seem enjoyed to participate in. It was proved by the 
enormous amount of students messages with total of 180 messages found in a 
forum during September 2011 to January 2012. Moreover students not only 
shared their ideas on teacher’s questions, but also commented on their peer’s 
postings. Even some of the students attempted to initiate a new discussions by 
delievering a question. Those interactions were different to the usual face to face 
meeting discussions which students hindered to participated in. The researcher 
wondered to investigate the level of students’ cognitive engagement when 
contributing in that virtual class. This analysis provided understanding about the 
quality of EFL students discussion that are visible in their postings.
Many educators and researchers believe that the use of online discussion 
as mediational tool provides students an ideal environment for teaching learning, 
including second or foreign language.  Informed by sociocultural theory, Mitchell 
& Myles (2004) advocate that learning is considered as a socially mediated 
processes which involve individual and social aspects by the use of various tools 
such as language and then to engage themselves in processes of interacting and 
co-constructing experiences with others. This perspective highlights the social 
basis of learning, negotiation, and collaboration which most closely associated 
with the environment of online discussion. 
Online discussion boards are reported to provide a natural language 
learning environment by promoting students’ interaction (Marden & Herrington, 
2011) and creating an authentic discourse community (Zha, Park & Fitzgerald, 
2006). In online discussion forum, students can engage in topics discussion by 
asking questions, sharing experiences, exchanging and debating the ideas, 
reviewing and reflecting upon existing knowledege and thus, this student centered 
interaction will lead students to have a deeper understanding of the course 
content. Corich, Kinshuk and Hunt acknowledged that online discussion forum 
can help students to develop more complex understanding on a topic because it 
allows students to see different perspectives before contributing in online 
discussion (2004). Students need to read others’ writings and carefully interpret, 
analyze and reflect on their knowledge and readings before presenting their points 
of view.
In second or foreign language pedagogy, it is very crucial to facilitate an 
interactive environment in which students can associate with each other and 
construct their target language performances collaboratively through peer and 
knowledgeable participant assistance. Empirical studies revealed benefits of 
online discussions as the tool of computer mediated communication (CMC) in 
language learning. Krish (2011) believes that online discussion forums help 
students to improve their language proficiency especially for their vocabulary and 
sentence structure. Students widened their vocabulary knowledge reading their 
peers’ postings as well as learned to construct proper sentence structures from 
their coursemate’s postings.
O
3According to Zhu (2006), students contributed in online discussions in 
some levels of cognitive that lead to two broad levels engagement namely high 
level of cognitive engagement and lower level of cognitive engagement. Helme 
and Clarke (2001, p.134) defined ”cognitive engagement as specific thinking that 
a student undertakes while participating in a learning activity”. While Zhu (2006), 
in his study, clarifies cognitive engagement as” attention to related readings or 
topic and effort in analyzing and synthesizing readings presented in discussion 
messages. It involves seeking, interpreting, analyzing, and summarizing 
information and also critiquing and reasoning through the various opinions and 
arguments.” (p.454). In CMC, these intellectual attentions or efforts that students 
expend while engaging in learning could be detected from the transcripts of their 
message postings. Their postings in critical discourse are showed their level of 
cognitive engagement. According to Zhu, students’ mental effort can be translated in 
activities such as seeking, interpreting, analyzing and summarizing information, 
critiquing and reasoning through various opinions and arguments, and making 
decisions.
Stoney & Oliver in Zhu report, “extended engagement in cognitive 
activities, especially activities that require higher order-thinking skills will 
produce useful learning” (2006, p. 455). It is understood that the individual’s 
ability to reason needs higher level of thinking skill than the ability to recognize 
and discriminate certain facts. As Gagne and Piaget in Zhu acknowledge that 
reasoning obviously requires more cognitive effort than simple recognition. How 
much and what students learn largely depend on each individual level of effort to 
understand content materials. Students will develop deeper understanding of the 
material being covered if they engage more cognitively in their learning. 
Higher level of cognitive engagement will lead to deeper levels of 
information proccessing. Zhu (2006, p. 471) states, “the deeper levels of 
information proccesing are associated with elaborating concepts (Gagne), and 
debating or negotiating meaning, which is more likely to lead to uderstanding”. In 
the contrary, the low level of cognitive engagement refers to surface level of 
information proccessing. Garrison et al. (2001) and Kanuka & Anderson (1998) in 
their research found that low level of cognitive engagement in online discussion 
demonstrates the conversation that was of a sharing and comparing nature. As 
well, dissonance and inconsistency in the discussion were not actively explored. 
Little testing of evidence against experience or the literature was expressed and 
participants rarely stated the relevance or application of new knowledge that was 
created (Kanuka & Anderson, 1998). 
METHOD OF RESEARCH
This research was conducted on ONTell in class ICT I B of English 
Education Program in Teacher Training and Education Faculty of Tanjungpura 
University in academic year 2011/2012. ONTell is an asynchronous discussion 
board site (http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/ONTell) implemented in the 
subject ICT I as an extension class in virtual environment. Students were required 
to critically analyse and evaluate issues related to ICT in teaching learning. Issues 
discussed came not only from teacher but also their peers. Thirty two students 
4enrolled in the subject. Content analysis was adopted to analyse the students’ 
postings which only related to the topic of the discussions. Considering to the 
purpose of the research, the researcher selected six episodes (episode 1,2,3,8,10 
and 12) as the samples in which the term episode here was defined as the series of 
students’ discussions about a topic.
To conduct content analysis, the researcher split the messages into smallest 
unit that are coded into categories named unit of analysis (Wever et al., 2005, p. 
4). Theme or idea in a message which Henri (1992) refered as unit of meaning 
was chosen as the unit of analysis of this present research because a message may 
contain more than one idea. The students’ postings were thus cut up into units of 
meaning (sometimes one statement and at other times one or two paragraphs in a 
message). Note that one single posting could contain more than one unit of 
meanings. Coding decisions were made using a coding rubric adapted from Zhu 
(2006), The Analytical Framework for Cognitive Engagement in Discussion.
The messages were categorized into questions type I which aim at seeking 
information and type II which attempt to initiate a conversation. Statements are 
classified into 6 different types adapted to Bloom’s learning hierarchy (1956). 
Statements range from responding to the evaluative. Responding statements are 
made in direct response to previous messages. A statement that provide 
infromation related to the topic is defined as informative. Both of responding and 
informative category are directed to knowledge level in taxonomy Bloom. 
Explanatory is similar to Bloom’s comprehension level which is clarrified as a 
statement that presented factual information with limited personal opinions to 
explain related reading or message. Analytical statements demonstrate thoughtful 
analysis and it is akin to Bloom’s analysis level. Synthesizing statement is like 
Bloom’s synthesis level which is categorized  as a statement that summarizes or 
attempts to provide a summary of discussion message and related reading. Last, 
evaluative statements which are similar to Bloom’s evaluation level are those that 
offer evaluative or judgmental opinions of discussion points, topics and related 
readings. 
There is no category in Zhu’s statement relates directly to application level 
of Bloom’s taxonomy. But, Zhu relates the application level to scaffolding in his 
framework. Scaffolding messages support student learning and discussion by 
offering suggestion and guidance. While, messages reflecting on one’s learning 
are named as reflection. Mentoring messages are those that connect readings and 
responses in an attempt to demonstrate the understanding of a concept reached.
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
Table below describes the results of student’s postings classification in six 
chosen episodes which is divided into some categories based on the framework 
used in analysis. The discussion section elaborates the findings shown in table 1
further. 
5Table 1. Results of Students’ Posting Classification in Six Episodes
Starter Questions
The discussions were started not only by the teacher but also by the students. 
In some episodes such as episode 1, episode 2 and episode 10, students delievered  
questions to inquire the discussions. Below posting was the example of starter 
question.
- Message 2.1 (Episode 2 #1 posted by S30 on Sat Oct 1, 2011 6.47 am)
“Hi friend, we have discussed some advantages of e learning, do you think e 
learning also has some disadvantages? If you think so, please share them here.”  
[Question type II]
i think some disadvantages of e-learning are maybe we will feel isolated and 
miss social interaction, some students also will feel hard to access the
internet, it can makes some problem with our body for example our eyes and 
back bone, because we have spend many time in front of computer. 
[Informative]
In previous posting, S30 was not intended to seek information but to challenge 
other peers’ point of views on “the disadvantages of e learning”. He, not merely 
Category
Episode
1 2 3 8 10 12
Question
Type I
Seeking 
Information
- - - - - -
Type II
Inquiring or 
Starting 
Discussion
1
(5%)
1
(8.3%)
- -
1
(7.1%)
-
Statement
Type I
Responding
9
(45%)
2
(16.7%)
24
(54.6%)
1
(4.8%)
1
(7.1%)
18
(47.4%)
Type II
Informative
4
(20%)
7
(58.3%)
17
(38.6%)
13
(61.9%)
6
(42.9%)
15
(39.5%)
Type III
Explanatory
2
(10%)
-
3
(6.8%)
5
(23.8%)
4
(28.6%)
4
(10.5%)
Type IV
Analytical
1
(5%)
1
(8.3%)
-
2
(9.5%)
1
(7.1%)
1
(2.6%)
Type V
Sythesizing
1
(5%)
1
(8.3%)
- - - -
Type VI
Evaluative
1
(5%)
- - - - -
Reflection
Type I
Reflective 
of Changes
1
(5%)
- - - - -
Type II
Reflective 
of Using 
Cognitive 
Strategies
- - - -
1
(7.1%)
-
Mentoring - - - - - -
Scaffolding - - - - - -
6asking a question, but he also presented his opinion on that topic. This was the 
starting point of a discussion. The researcher found three episodes inquired by the 
students while three left episodes (episode 3, episode 8 and episode 10) were 
started by the teacher.
Low Level of Cognitive Engagement
Table 2 showed that each episode was dominated by responding and 
informative messages. This result indicated that there were many students whose 
postings standard did not meet the criteria for higher order thinking. Students 
engaged cognitively in the discussion with lower level, merely superficial 
thinking with a little understanding toward the issues. Students contributed in the 
discussions by providing or retrieving factual information without reasonings and 
supports. Moreover, there were some students who just presented the idea or 
information that already stated by their friends and just simply presented the 
repetition from the previous posting. Two messages below show the examples of 
lower level of cognitive engagement that were classified as responding messages.
- Message 1.11 (Episode 1 #11 posted by S16 on Sat, Oct 1, 2011 5.34 am)
“I think, benefit of e learning is development of computer and internet skills 
that are  also easier for us in the process of learning.”
In message 1.11, S16 just responded to the question without giving any 
reasoning and support. While in message 3.9, S16 answered the question by 
stating the idea that already stated by the previous message which fell under 
explanatory statement (Message 3.8) without adding any new information.
- Message 3.8 (Episode 3 #8 posted by S26 on Mon, Oct 3, 2011 12.04 
pm)
“Assalmualikum wr. wb sir and guys..I try to answer Mr. T’s questions. e-
learning is about learning by using the new multimedia technologies and the 
internet to improve the quality of learning it self. It can be done by facilitating 
access to resources and service as well as remote exchange and collaboration. 
So, we are using the electronic technologies and internet as a vehicle for 
education services and resources, and as the conduits for collaboration and 
communication.“ [Explanatory statement]
- Message 3.9 (Episode 3 #9 posted by S16 on Mon, Oct 3, 2011 12.22 
pm)
“e-learning is a learning system that use multimedia technologies and the 
internet to improve the quality of learning by facilitating access to resources.” 
[Responding statement]
Still in lower level engagement, many of students messages also exhibited 
the informative category. Students contributed to the discussion by stating the idea 
toward the question and failed to discuss or develop it. Yet, in this kind of 
statement, students added the personal information related to the issue. 
The examples of informative statement are identified below:
7- Message 1.19 (Episode 1 #19 posted by S9 on Mon, Oct 3, 2011 8.32 
am)
“I agree with you, S22. Flexibility is the major benefit of e learning. E learning 
has the advantage of taking class anytime and anywhere. And i think, e learning 
also helps students to develop the knowledge of internet. And this knowledge 
will help learners throughout their careers.”
- Message 2.4 (Episode 2 #4 posted by S12 on Sat, Oct 1, 2011 10.20 am)
“Yes, I agree with you S6 and S17. it can be a problem if E-learning program is 
not supported by the good connection of internet because usually the slow 
internet connection can makes the learner frustrated. That’s what I feel.”
In the first student posting above (Message 1.19), S9 showed his 
agreement to S22’s idea which stated that one of the e learning benefit is the 
flexibility in time and place.Without elaborating the idea further, S9 continued by 
stating a new idea, but failed to develop it. Similar to S9 in message 1.19, S12 
(message 2.4) expressed his agreement as well to his fellow friends, S6 and S17. 
Instead of elaborating on the issue posted, he just strengthened the established 
points by presenting his personal experience.
Still in this category, the student commented to the issue with personal 
information, but didn’t give the facts or evidence to support the idea as below 
posting,
- Message 10.3 (Episode 10 #3 posted by S2 on Sat, Nov 5, 2011 1.49 am)
“I think we can maximize our learning english with e-learning by searching the 
materials that related with English. actually used the computer and the 
conection. not only learn English but also learn everything by English. so, we 
can try to improve our skill by e-learning. an example: in listening skill: we can 
maximal the skill with searching and download the materials that show a 
recording or sound that can help us to understand how the pronunciation and 
about te strategy to get all information that available in the materials.
thank you :) “
- Message 12.20 (Episode 12 #20 posted by S26 on Thu, Jan 19, 2012 6.33 
am)
"Interpersonal and self-direction skills. Becoming more productive in 
accomplishing tasks and developing interest in improving own skills (p.55).
According to what I have read at the chapter and what I have browsed at the 
internet, Interpersonal skill is the skill/ability which students have inside of their 
self to knowing other peoples and the ability to interact with other people, 
individually and groups. self-directions skills is the ability to set goals related to 
learning, plan for the achievement of those goals, independently manage time 
and effort, and independently assess the quality of learning and any products 
that result from the learning experience. so I think these skills can help and 
support students to guide their learning into a good way.”
8Last posting above was coded as informative statement because S26 tried 
to explain his idea about “interpersonal and self directon skills in the development 
of ICT in learning” as the issue. But, he just identified the relevant elements of it 
and failed to develop the idea or explain the connection between those relevant 
elements with the development of ICT in learning. Therefore, S26’ message 
stayed in category of informative statement.
Higher Level of Cognitive Engagement
On the other hand, there were some students postings reached high level of 
cognitive engagement. The researcher found 6 messages (30 %) in episode 1, 2 
messages (17,6 %) in episode 2,3 messages  (6,8 %) in episode 3, 7 messages 
(33,3 %) in epsiode 8, 6 messages (42,8 %) in episode 10 and 5 messages (13,1 
%) in episode 12. According to Zhu (2006, p.471), the deeper levels of 
information processing are associated with elaborating concepts, and debating or 
negotiating meaning, which is more likely to lead to understanding. Following 
postings are evidences that some students contributed with high level of cognitive 
engagement.
- Message 10.2 (Posted by S29 on Sat, Nov 5, 2011 1.34 am)
“we can maximize e-learning in English by connect and interact the internet with 
the object of their study. it makes them easy to get the materials and information 
that they need, and also improve their skill in English. now many online 
course,online website that provide many materials and oppurtunity to the learners 
improve their English. an example: 
(http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/learningenglish/.  in this website, learners 
can improve their own skills by independence learning. they can get many thing 
about English there, they can get whatever they want by themselves.”
- Message 8.3 (Episode 8 #3 posted by S29 on Sun, Oct 24, 2011 3.05 pm)
“2. my opinion is cscl. every kind of computer typology has their own benefit, but 
for learning best cscl is exactly. because in cscl we can interact via internet and 
acces database and sources freely. we don't in computer control like tutor model 
and don't create our own activities like tutee model. almost it is low in 
interaction.cscl, we can interact each other that will support our individual learn 
from each other, and could operate across the world wide web that support us in 
searching data,and internet has provided access to linked the databases, so it 
makes us easy to get materials that we need.in cscl, the student can do many kind 
of interaction, like discuss, dialogue.”
Message 10.2 and message 8.3 above are student postings categorized as 
explanatory. In message 10.2, S29 stated her standpoint toward the issue and then 
she followed up with sharing the link of useful website in English learning as the 
evidence to support it. Thus, she succesfully explained her idea. Whilst, S29 in 
message 8.3 presented his understanding and tried to elaborate the idea by 
comparing the CSCL model to tutor and tuttee model. Unfortunately, he failed in 
explaining the weakness of tutor and tuttee model. He merely talked about CSCL 
9itself. That’s why this mesage stayed in statement type III (Explanatory), not 
analytical.
At this level, students showed some degree of understanding. They 
contributed with more thinking than the previous categories, responding and 
informative statement. It indicated that students engaged in discussion with higher 
level of cognitive engagement.
Beside explanatory, analytical statements also indicated high level of 
cognitive engagement. Analytical statements demonstrate thoughtful analysis and 
offers an understanding of a problem which shed lights on the underlying 
assumptions of the problem like below postings.
- Message 10.6 (Episode 10 #6 posted by S6 on Mon, Nov 14, 2011 2.47 
pm)
“E-learning can give many benefits in learning mathematics, physics, and so 
many others.And I think English also can use E-learning to make the 
understanding of the learners' are wider. Why did I say that? Based on the 
sentence in page 58, "E-Learning environments can therefore assist students to 
interact with the objects with their study, which might not normally be available 
to them". We press on the words "the objects with their study". I think this 
words have explain clearly that e- learning not only can use for some objects of
study like physics and mathematics but also can use for all objects of study 
included English. For example, there are many websites that provide English 
material to enlarge the learners' understanding. Take an example, 
www.onestopenglinsh.com. This website provides the material to learn 
grammar, vocabulary and listening. And we must use this websites to maximize 
our learning.”
- Message 8.11 (Episode 8 #11 posted by S19 on Tue, Nov 2, 2011 11.58 
pm)
“ I think everyone agree that learning best in computer as tool (CSCL) supports 
learning best because unlike the use of computer as a tutor and as a tutee, which 
students works individually with stand alone with their computer and learning 
resources are limited to the one without collaboration, but in computer as tool, 
students learn with collaboration ideas/ knowledge from each other and not 
only within classroom (face-to-face) but also in virtual learning environment 
(online) via internet. They can share resources, exchange views, ask and 
answer question. So, Students will learn best not only on their own 
understanding but by collaboration with each other.”
In message 10.6, S6 first stated his view point of the issue. When 
explaining, he connected his point of view with the information presented in the 
reading. Then, he explored the issue by providing the example of useful website 
for English learning. Similarly, S19 in message 8.11 were succesful developing 
the logical argument. Discussing about the best computer model for learning, he 
entered the discussion by briefly stating that learning best in computer as tool 
(CSCL). He, then, goes on to explain the statement by delivering the comparison 
between tutor and tuttee model to CSCL. As the finishing, he offered the strength 
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of CSCL model. Those are the evidences that students engaged in discussion with 
higher level of cognitive engagement.
Statement type V (Synthesizing) required students to use their higher order 
thinkings as well. This kind of message summarized or attempted to provide a 
summary of a discussion message and related reading. A very few of students’ 
postings fell under this category, only 2 messages found in episode one and 
episode two. Both of the students in following messages made a summary of the 
discussion by linking some previous ideas into one unified message.
- Message 1.10 (Episode 1 #10 posted by S2 on Sat, Oct 1, 2011 5.17 am)
“Thank you for all of your responses to this question. I agree with all of you. E 
learning provides many benefits. The most is the flexibility in time and place. 
Like S20 said, just by sitting at home, we can learn, no transportation fee 
needed. It also provides students and teacher easy resources to get such as book, 
article, journal and teaching materials, offers learners the option to select 
learning materials that meets their level of knowledge and interest and also 
develops our computer internet skill. And I think the benefit also is it is less 
stressful. I don’t feel afraid when talking in online class like we do now. You 
know, i’m very afraid to talk in front of people. Thank you.”
- Message 2.10 (Episode 2 #10 posted by S9 on Mon, Oct 3, 2011 1.24 
pm)
“I'm so sorry. I missed this topic. From all of your postings guys, there are some 
weaknesses of e-learning. Learners need to have access to a computer as well as 
the Internet. They also need to have computer skills with programs such as 
word processing, Internet browsers, and e-mail. Without these skills and 
software it is not possible for the student to succeed in e-learning. E-learners 
need to be very comfortable using a computer. Slow Internet connections or 
older computers may make accessing course materials difficult.”
As revealed in Zhu’s analysis (2006), only a few students offers evaluative 
and or judgemental opinions of discussion points, topics or related readings. The 
researcher identified one message in episode one related to evaluative statement.
Below, in message 1.6, S11 evaluated the explanation of S29. S11 thought 
that statement about “everybody could learn by e learning” is not true. Because 
she found that in Pontianak, so many people are still not familiar with it. This 
posting triggered other student to have a deeper discussion. It is proved in the 
third posting below. S29, in order to convince S11, he produced the analytical 
arguments. He delivered his understanding into the logical ones. He explained 
trhe word “everybody” in his previous statement and put forward into the 
elaboration of his idea about e learning. In the next paragraph, he presented his 
assumptions toward the problem in Indonesia and ended it with offering a simple 
strategy.
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- Message 1.3 (Episode 1 #3 posted by S29 on Sat, Oct 1, 2011 4.26 am)
“I think benefits of e learning are so many. It consists of:
1. E learning for all, means, e learning can be learned by everybody, child, 
teenager, adult and parents. It gives people the opportunity to learn it. But 
the important thing is they want to learn seriously and know much internet 
uses.
2. E learning provides resources that easy to get
As we know, e learning connects to internet, so we can get the materials via 
online easily. By internet, students can learn not only in the class but also in 
virtual environment.
3. E learning provides powerful tools for learners to exploit the world wide web 
as a bank of information.” [Explanatory Statement]
- Message 1.6 (Episode 1 #6 posted by S11 on Sat, Oct 1, 2011 4.35 am)
“From S29 statement that everybody can learn by e learning, but i think, not 
every people in Indonesia familiar with internet or e learning and can use it. We 
can see, even in Pontianak, so many people are still not familiar with internet. 
What do you think about it?” [Evaluative Statement]
- Message 1.8 (Episode 1 #8 posted by S29 on Sat, Oct 1, 2011 4.53 am)
“I mean “everybody” in this context  is everybody in the world not just in 
Indonesia. E learning makes us easier to learn because it connects us to the 
information outside by internet easily. E learning is a kind of learning which 
students join in a virtual classroom such as blogs, wikis, online discussion and
etc. There is no boundaries for older or younger people to join in it, everyone 
could. Although right now, it can be realize that e learning concept in Indonesia 
isn’t work well yet because of the facilities and our education system aren’t 
support yet. 
Because of that, we should support e learning concept in order to introduce it to 
Indonesia’s education system. So, we can follow the development of 
information and technology.” [Analytical Statement]
Higher level of cognitive engagement also showed in the category of 
reflection, scaffolding and mentoring messages. Unfortunately, the researcher did 
not found students postings classified as those categories except reflection 
messages in this current research.  Student’s posting at reflection level of type I 
provided the reflection on changes in personal opinions and behaviours. A 
message below found in episode one illustrates this category.
- Message 1.18 (Episode 1 #18 posted by S22 on Sun, Oct 2, 2011 3.32 
pm)
“I’m impress about all of your comments, you are so like an expert. For me, e 
learning is still strange, I never tried it before. But after I read all of your 
postings, i have some ideas about it. E learning is a kind of learning using 
technology, using internet, like we do now. The benefits are easier us to learn, 
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learn wherever and whenever we have internet access, easy to get resources, not 
only from printed book, but we can browse in internet.”
In message 1.18, S22 expressed of feeling connected with others point of 
views from the “Benefit of E learning” as the issue. He said that before, he had no 
ideas toward the issue being discussed. But then, he had some degree of 
comprehension after reading all postings of his friends. This reflection showed 
there was a learning occured in it.
Whilst, Reflection type II was identified merely in episode ten, message 
10.8 which reflects on one’s use of cognitive strategy or skill in accomplishing 
certain learning task.
- Message 10.7 (Episode 10 #7 posted by S4 on Mon, Nov 14, 2011 3.05 
pm)
“Based on chapter 4 page 56-59 that i have read, I get the point that E-Learning 
in not only be able to maximize the physics, but also another subjects like 
economy, philosophy, English,etc. E-learning facilitate students in skill of 
creativity, problem solving, analysis and evaluation and critical thinking, so all 
of these can be done by English discussion through e-learning. It will assist the 
understanding and support connection between theory and practice. E-learning 
also offers opportunities to create the materials that transmit information and 
provides access to the thinking of experts, so the learning of English is not just 
like a simple thing. the combination between direct interaction (access to 
internet) and indirect interaction (study in the class) will help students to 
develop their English skill.” [Explanatory Statement]
- Message 10.8 (Episode 10 #8 posted by S9 on Mon, Nov 14, 2011 4.00 
pm)
“Assalamulaikum. Wr wb. S4, I know that e learning also could facilitate the 
problem solving analysis, evaluation and critical thinking of students. But I still 
confuse how to get it? Because as far as I get, I think e learning help me as a 
learning resources, not as a media to facilitate my critical thinking. Thank you. I 
wait your answer.” [Reflection Type II]
- Message 10.9 (Episode 10 #9 posted by S24 on Sat, Nov 19, 2011 1.58 
am)
“I think we can use E-learning as media to learn and improve our english. we
can search data that related with english. we can search many resources that 
support our english and we can practice with them. We use our ontel when we 
want to comment to other posting, we can ask question if we don't understand 
about the material or give some ideas/solution for our friends through internet 
media. so, we can maximizing learning english opportunities through e 
learning.” [Explanatory Statement]
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- Message 10.10 (Episode 10 #10 posted by S4 on Sat, Nov 19, 2011 2.09 
am)
“Oke S9, I try to answer your questions. Like what S26 said, e learning could 
facilitate critical thinking because in e learning, we can join in online discussion 
like our ONTell. We can ask questions, comment or critize our friends postings 
in order to find a solution of a problem. It will facilitate our critical thinking. I 
hope you can understand what I mean. Thank you” [Informative Statement]
In the previous posting, S4 raised a doubt on a viewpoint of his friend that 
claimed e learning could facilitate critical thinking. He tried to examine it against 
his personal experience and asked for the explanation about it. Actually, this kind 
of reflection invited others students to engage more cognitively. Nevertheless, for 
the case in message 10.10, S4 was failed to engage with higher level of cognitive 
engagement because she merely responded to S9’s reflection by repeating what 
has been said by S24 without adding any new insight or elaboration. 
The discussion messages in the six episodes demonstrated predominantly 
low levels of cognitive engagement and surface level of information processing.
This lower level of cognitive engagement found in this research resembles from 
the previous research findings (Garrison et al., 2001; Kanuka & Anderson, 1998) 
which found that most of conversation in online discussion was of a sharing and 
comparing information. Dissonance and inconsistency in the discussion were not 
actively explored. Little testing of evidence against experience or the literature 
was expressed and students rarely stated the relevance or application of new 
knowledge that was created (Kanuka & Anderson, 1998, p. 72).  
According to Zhu (2006), online conferencing can engage students in 
either lower or higher level of cognitive engagement. When lower in cognitive 
engagement, students may not gain or learn much from the discussion. He 
describes some of the considerations that might influence the level of students 
cognitive engagement in online discussion such as teacher presence and role 
(2006, p.473). When a teacher is absent from the discussion or participates in the 
disccussion marginally, the discussion messages tend to be responding and 
informative. On the other hand, when the teacher reads and evaluates every single 
messages in the discussion, he or she may suppress the discussion. Well balanced 
messages from the teacher that spread throughout the continuum of levels of 
engagement may lead students to a higher level of cognitve engagement during a 
discussion. In addition, lack of teacher’s guidance and scaffolding may possibly 
cause the lower level of cognitive engagement. This was supported by Gredler in 
Zhu which advocated that without the help of a mentor who has a higher level of 
understanding and who can scaffold students learning, an individual may find 
difficulty to achieve independent competence in learning (2006, p. 472).
Regarding the teacher presence, in this present study, the researcher found 
a very few of teacher’s messages contributed in the discussion, only six messages 
consisted of one introduction message in the begining of the class, four messages 
of question postings and one message for final score at the end of the class. In two 
question postings, teacher expressed the dissatisfaction with the quality of 
students messages and remained them to express the idea referring to some 
reading that had been provided. But, teacher did not challenge or guide them to a 
deeper level of processing and understanding.
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CONCLUSION
This study investigated the students’ cognitive engagement in an 
asynchronous online discussion environment. Briefly, the results depicted most of 
students engaged with lower level of cognitive engagement, merely superficial 
thinking with a little understanding toward the issues. The findings revealed that 
contributions exhibited by the students centered on statement type I (Responding) 
and statement type II (Informative). Majority of sudents contributed in the 
discussions by providing or retrieving factual information without reasonings and 
supports. Moreover, there were some students who just presented the idea or 
information that already stated by their friends.
The text based nature of asynchronous online discussions allows students 
to practice real life tasks that require students’ reading comprehension and 
expressing ideas in written. It means, students need to comprehend the articles 
given and their peer’s writings before contributed to online discussions. Lack of 
reading comprehension skill led students to have poor understanding toward the 
topics discussed and might be the possible contributing factors behind this lower 
level engagement.
In addition, the researcher found limited teacher participation in the 
discussions. The lack of teacher’s guidance and scaffolding might become another 
factor influenced the level of cognitive engagement. As acknowledged by Zhu in 
his study (2006), When a teacher is absent from the discussion or participates in 
the discussion marginally, the discussion messages tend to be responding and 
informative. On the contrary, when the teacher reads and evaluates every single 
messages in the discussion, he or she may end the discussion and well balanced 
messages from the teacher that spread throughout the continuum of levels of 
engagement may lead students to a higher level cognitive engagement during a 
discussion.
Hence, this research suggests the importance of teacher presence and role 
in that overt facilitation by teacher to play a critical role in guiding students 
toward higher level of learning. It would be better if teacher could increase the 
contribution by facilitating guidance and scaffolding in order to challenge or 
guide students to a deeper level of proccessing and understanding.  Anderson et 
al. in Pawan (2003) also suggest assigning specific discussion roles to establish 
teaching presence in a more student centered manner. Teacher might choose some 
students to be a discussion starter and wrapper role in every discussion. These 
students had the responsibility of asking questions that challenge, connect and 
extend information in the postings. These roles could focus the discussion and 
give students authority and responsibility but students require training and 
modelling by the tecaher before they assume the roles in effective manner. 
Although this research revealed the lower level of students engagement, 
there were other evidence which indicated the use of online discussions 
succesfully mediated student learning. This research found an enormous amount 
of information generated and exchanged in the discussion which was impossible 
to happen for 1.5 hour face to face discussion session. Moreover, some students 
who reached higher level (postings classified as explanatory, analytical, 
synthesizing, evaluative, and reflection) also proved that online discussions had 
potential to facilitate students learning.
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